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QUESTIONS - for Class Discussion, Written Responses & Individual Reflection
1. Do you find learning and talking about art from art history to be helpful and/or moving? How about looking

at and discussing contemporary work? In general, does historical work or current work motivate you more
in wanting to create? Why do you think that is? *RESPONDING, Anchor Standard 8: Interpret intent and meaning in artistic
work. 

2. What are the things that take up the most time and space in your life, that you have to balance? What would
be your ideal makeup of balancing those things/activities/commitments/responsibilities? *CONNECTING,
Anchor Standard 10: Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art. Essential Question: How does engaging in
creating art enrich people's lives?

3. What would be your dream (or most ideal) routine when or if you could plan out your days? What would
take precedence? What do you think is your most productive time of day, and what would you want to
prioritize doing during that time? *CREATING, Anchor Standard 3: Refine and complete artistic work. Essential Question(s): What
role does persistence play in revising, refining, and developing work? How do artists grow and become accomplished in art forms?

LESSON IDEAS - for Projects or Sketchbook Practice & Inquiry
1. Write a letter to Jill or one of the other artists you’ve read about in a Toska zine. Share some of your own

work, talk about your process and/or ask them a question about their work and/or life. *CONNECTING, Anchor
Standard 11: Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural, and historical context to deepen understanding

2. If you can, find a day (or even just an evening) where you can plan out how you’ll divide up your time and
identify when you’ll devote some of that time to making art, (a project, or in your sketchbook/visual journal)
or doing something creative that you love! *Afterwards, reflect on how it went: was being intentional about
setting aside that time effective? Will you try this approach again? Why or why not? What (if anything)
would you change about this process? *This could be assigned 2-3 sentences in class post, writing assignment
and/or follow-up discussion in class. *CREATING, Anchor Standard 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work.

*National Coalition for Core Arts Standards. (2014). National Core Arts Standards: National Visual Arts Standards for Pre K - 12.
Retrieved from https://nationalartsstandards.org/

This Educators’ Supplement was created by Laura Halley Hensley, M.Ed.  Hensley is currently an Adjunct Instructor at University
of Minnesota Duluth, practicing artist, and a former, award-winning High School Art Teacher of 16 years.
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